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1. INT~00ucT10N 
The purpose of this paper is to unify and generalize a number of results in 
classical summability theory for regular (see, e. g., [ 10, 111) and singular 
Sturm-Liouville expansions. We will show that summability of such 
expansions with analytic summator functions, which has been proved in a 
number of individual cases, is actually a consequence of so-called resolvent 
summability and a “superposition principle” for summator functions. 
Classically, summability theory of eigenfunction expansions has dealt with 
the application of various summability methods (e.g., Abel, Riesz) to 
expansions in eigenfunctions (Us) of a self-adjoint boundary value 
(typically Sturm-Liouville) problem. A summability method in its more 
modern sense is a net of linear operators (@E)EESeC which forms an approx- 
imate identity in an appropriate function space. In the classical context, we 
make the restriction 4, = 4(&A), where A is a self-adjoint differential operator 
and $ is a function on R, with #(&A) defined by operator calculus. Then if 
f’(s) E G(A) (the domain of A) and 
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is an expansion (continuous or discrete) in eigenfunctions of A, 
where {A,,} is the spectrum of A. 
The series for f is #-summable in a given topology if #(&Ay-+,,,,fi the 
topology may be one of convergence pointwise or in a function space, 
generally Lp. In this role 4 is a summator function. 
Throughout this paper A denotes the Sturm-Liouville operator 
-d2/dx” + q. The success of our approach is based on the following super- 
position principle: if a function f is @,- and @,-summable, then it is 
ai#, + a,$,-summable, if o, + u2 = 1. If one can obtain a sum or integral 
representation of a summator function # in terms of functions with respect to 
which the series is summable, then certain regularity properties of the 
representation will suffice to prove #-summability for J: Correspondingly, 
since the integral kernel of a summability method depends linearly on the 
summator function, this principle holds for the kernels of summability 
methods; this will be the central fact in our discussion. 
The procedure begins with a proof that when 4(sA) = (1 + en)-’ for e in a 
complex domain, L* functions are $-summable in Lp (1 <p < co) and 
pointwise in fairly general one-dimensional situations. In this case d- 
summability is known as resoluent summability. This fact generalizes known 
results on resolvent summability [3,9]. The proof is accomplished by 
estimation of the integral kernel of $(&A), which is the Green function of 
A + l/a. From this result, expressions for kernels of more general 
summability methods are obtained through contour integration of the 
resolvent kernel. It is then proved that summability holds if # is an analytic 
function satisfying certain minimal constraints. This extends a body of 
results (see [9-l 11) which deals with specific summability methods. The 
technique of contour integration for estimation of multiplier kernels has been 
similarly used in [l] and [8] to investigate equisummability of Fourier series 
and expansions in eigenfunctions of differential operators. 
The proofs here will be carried out for the class of singular continuous 
spectrum Sturm-Liouville expansions treated in [2, 31. They carry over (in 
some cases more simply) to regular expansions on finite intervals. 
We now present the problem to be considered in more detail. Let S-L 
denote the singular Sturm-Liouville system 
Au@, 1) = ( -dZ/dx2 + q(x)) u(x, ,I) = Ju(x, ,I), 
~(0, I) cos /I + ~‘(0, A) sin p = 0, 4% a> < 00, (1) 
with q(x) E L’[O, co) real valued, continuous, and bounded, and p E [0, 27~). 
Let u(x, A) be normalized by 
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~(0, A) = sin /3- u’(0, II) = -cos p. (2) 
The spectrum of S-L is bounded from below (say, by -b), discrete for A< 0, 
and continuous for A > 0 (see [5, Chapter 3]j. If JfE L’(0, oo), the S-L 
expansion off is given by 
where 
,+ 
F(A) - ) f(x) u(x, A) d-x. 
.” 
Above, p is the spectral function associated with the system, and F. the 
generalized Fourier transform off, is in LT.“, i.e., 
Throughout this paper, - denotes convergence in L’ as the upper limit of 
integration becomes infinite. 
We remark that the restriction on the potential q in the S-L operator and 
on the function f are made in order that the spectral representations given 
here make sense. If one takes the summation method to be defined by the 
integral operator corresponding to d(~4), then the main results of this paper 
hold for fE Lp(l <p < co) and a much less restricted q. 
The pointwise convergence of the integral in (3) is well known to be a 
delicate question. We define the summability means 
where @: C F+ C is a summator function, with the property ~(0) = 1. In 121. 
the expansion (3) is proved to be @-summable at x ,when $(.cA) = (1 + cjL) ’ 
(E > 0) and x is a Lebesgue point off, i.e.? 
lj”t 1/(2~) [‘I /f(Y) --f(y)] d.x-’ = 0. 
‘I 
In Section 2 we prove this for E complex. 
We now mention some conventions. Unless otherwise specified, functions 
of s will be defined on [0, co). By coIztour we mean a rectifiable curve. If 
C c C, then EC = {EC: c E C}. o(A) and 4:(A) denote the spectrum and the 
domain of the operator A. 
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2. RESOLVENT SUMMABILITY IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 
Our starting point is a straightforward calculation of the Green function 
Gz of the modified operator -d’/dx’ + l/u, a QA R- = (-co, 01, with 
boundary conditions (1): 
& 
G’(x’x’)= (&cosP-sin/j) e 
- .r > ,,/a 
i x ,ficos/?sinhL- I 
fi 
smPcoshsI, (6) 
where x, = max{x, x’) and xc = min{x, x’); one checks easily that the 
boundary conditions at 0 and co are satisfied. 
Let G, be the Green function for A + l/a = -d’/dx’ + q(x) + l/a, with 
q(x) as in S-L, and CI sufficiently small. The distributional equations 
- g + $1 G:(x, x’) = 6,;(x), 
+ q(x) + ;) G,(x, x’) = 6,,(x) (7) 
yield (after subtraction) 
Gab x’) - G,ik -Y’) = - >I0 G:(x, x”) q(x”) G,(x”, x’) d-x”. (8) 
The integral on the right is easily shown to converge absolutely via the 
boundary conditions (1) on G,. 
It will later be shown that @(aA) as an operator on L’(O, UJ) has kernel 
(l/a)G,(x, x’), if #(aA) = (1 + al)-‘. With this motivation we prove 
THEOREM 1. Let f E Lp[O, a) (1 <p < co). Then for an;’ y > 0 and a in 
the sector l2,= {a : ( arg a( < rc - y}, 
l/a lrn G,@, d)f(x’> dx’ ,20 f(x) 
0 
in Lp vor 1 < p < co), and pointwise on the Lebesgue set of.fI 
The proof proceeds by estimates on G, and the use of a technique from 
harmonic analysis on R”. We define D, = {a E C : (a/ < r}. 
LEMMA 1.1. The L ‘-norm IlW) G,(x, x’)ll~,~ (respective&, 
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Ml/a) G,(K x’ll,,.d . IS uniformly bounded in x’ (x) and u E D,n D, for r 
sufficiently small. Furthermore, 
(l/l~l~IIG~(-~~~‘)-Ga(~,~‘)ll~..rc.r~,=~(l~l~ 
uniformly in x’ (x) and arg IX as u --f 0 in -0,. 
ProoJ: The first statement can be checked explicitly for G~(x, x’). By (8) 
and the Minkowski inequality for integrals 
Il(l/a)G,(.~,x’jll,,, - ll(ll~)G,*(x~~~‘~ll,., 
< Il(l/a)(W~ ~‘1 - Gab x’))/l,,.x 
< j(q((, j”” j((l/cr) G,*(x, .~“)(l~,,~ IG,C.-Y”. s’)i dx” (91 
0 
,< C //qlL Jim I G,W’, x’>l d-x” 
= Cllqllco llG,(x, x’)lL 
where C satisfies I/( l/ar)Gz(.~, x’)ii I ,,~ < C (a E .R,S. Hence 
ll(l/~)G,(x, -dl,.x - C< Cllqll, liG,(~.-4,..r 
and 
ll(l/~>~,(~~~X’)Jl,‘,~C/(f -Ial cl1411!x.). ilO! 
Similarly, since 
G,(x. x’j - G:(x, x’) = - j G,(x? x”) q(x”f G:(x”. x’) dx”. 
0 
we have 
ll(l/u)G,(xv 411,.x, < C’/(l - Ial c’ ilsli,x>~ 
where C’ satisfies Ij(l/u)G,*(x, .~‘)lj,,~~ < C’, u E Qn,. 
By (9) and (10) 
the proof is the same when x and x’ are interchanged. m 
LEMMA 1.2. As a + 0 in a,, 
Il(Va>G3x, 4 - (l,‘a)G,(x, x’)ll, = Oh&i> 
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in OR,, uniformZy in arg a. Consequently, jl G,(x, x’)//, = O(JI a 1) in fhe wne 
region. 
ProoJ: By (6), 11 Gz(x, x’)II, < 2m/I m cos p - sin PI. Hence by (8) 
and (10) 
where II( I/a) G%(x, x’)jl, < C. a , 
LEMMA 1.3. If -A = -d2/dx2 on R,fE LP(R) (1 <p < oo), and <E C, 
then 
i(i + A)-‘f(x) -f(x) 
as 5 + CO in Lp (1 < p < co) and on the Lebesgue set off, uniforml~~ in each 
sector {t E C : ) arg cl > y} for y > 0. 
This Lemma is proved in [4] under more general conditions using adap- 
tations of standard techniques in harmonic analysis (see [7, Chapter 1 I). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first prove the Theorem for G,*. By (6), 
(l/u) G:(x, x’) = (I/Q) G:‘(x, x’) + (l/a) Gb,z’(x, s’), (W 
where 
-Ix-.xJli& 
Gb;l)(x,x’)=& e 2 , 
G:'(x, x') = fi SinP + fi CosP 
2(sin fi - 6 cos p) 
e-lx+xrl/ti~ 
Note that (l/cr) Gc’(x, x’) is the kernel of (1 - aA)-‘, so that the 
conclusion of the Theorem for Gz’(x, x’) follows from Lemma 1.3. It thus 
remains to prove that 
I m 0 (l/a) Gz’(x. x’)f (x’) dx’ z 0 (13) 
in Lp (1 <p < co), and on the Lebesgue set ofJ But this is clear in view of 
the above-stated result and the fact that the replacement x’ +-x’ changes 
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Gz’(x, x’) into a multiple of Gy’(x, x’), andf(x’) into a function which is 0 
on R+. To complete the proof, we first define the mixed p, 4 norm by 
VP, x’)Ilp,q = (y ( lrn ( Ffx, x’)lP dx) qip d.x’ ) li9. (14) 
-0 -0 
For g(x) E L”(R+) (/ g&, < /I gl(,z’/p // gll:‘” by standard L” interpolation 
theory. Hence by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
/I Gab x’IIp,x, = O(( u I(“‘+ 1’i2p’)) = !I G~(x, x’)lip.sc 
in O,, uniformly in x and arg CI for GI small. Thus by (8) and the Minkowski 
inequality 
(lllul) II G:k x’) - G&v x’Ilp,q 
< (l/i a I) jb” II G:(x, -~“)ll~,x I q(x”)/ IIG,(x"? x’)!I~.~~, ~5” 
G y KW) II WG x”Ilp,x IIG,W, x’)t/q,x, 11~11, i 
= O(l a 1 m7)) (15) 
for 1 < p, 4 < co. This estimate is not sharp; by Lemma 1.2, if p = 4 = co, 
the right side of (15) is O(/al”‘). 
LetfE Lp (1 <p < co), and l/p + l/p’ = 1. Then 
(l/cx)(G:(x, x’) - G,(x, x’))f(x’) dx’ 
I/ P 
G (l/l~l) ll~3x~ x7- G,h 9lp,p, tlfll, so 0 (16) 
by Holder’s inequality. This finishes the proof. m 
3. SUMMABILITY FOR ANALYTIC MULTIPLIERS 
In this section we develop a representation of the kernel of a summability 
method #(&A) for 4 analytic via contour integration of the Green function 
G,. We continue with the definitions and assumptions in Section 1. 
We require the following bounds on the eigenfunctions U(X, A) and spectra.! 
function p of S-L. These follow immediately from well-known estimates [S, 
Chapter 31. 
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sin fix + 0 f 
i 1 
P’(n) = nc$p + O(1) 
if sin ,I3 = 0, and (b) 
u(x,A)=sin/?cosJx+O - 





i ) 3, 
if sin p f 0. 
Let 4(z) be an analytic function in a simply connected open domain Q 
containing the closed sector B, = {z : larg z/ < 1’) for some JJ > 0. Suppose 
furthermore that #(O) = 1, and 
(a> LY, I W/Z II 4 < co for any ray R,, = (z: arg z = I’~}, /)I, j < y, 
04 jdw~I4 +r+m O,whereG,={z:]z]=r,Iargz]<y}. 
We denote the above conditions by [B]. Let D, = (z : Jz] < r), and r be the 
positively oriented contour consisting of the boundary d(D, U BJ. Let y1 < y, 
and r > b = -inf (cr(A)}. If I arg E ( < yZ < y - y1 , then the following are conse- 
quences of [B] for c sufficiently small: 
(i) if % = (D, U By), is the interior of r, then o(A) c r’; 
(ii) Tc (l/a) D; 
(iii) J‘, ]#(sz)/z]/dz] < a; 
(iv) for IV E F, #(an’) = jr #(Ez)/(z - w) dz. 
We denote these conditions by [Cl. 
We assume in the following that E E BYz, y2 < y - y, . 
PROPOSITION 3. If 




- $(&Z) =- - 
27ri r z ( 1 
1-t -If(x)dz (17) 
for each x > 0. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of the following three lemmas. 
The first follows directly from the theory of operator calculi in Hilbert space. 
We include a proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f E L2[0, CXJ). Then (17) holds as an equality in L’ g 
the right side is considered as an integral of an Lbalued function. 
Proof. By (iii) and (iv) $(Ez) is bounded on R ‘; hence #(&A) is a 
bounded operator on L* [0, a). On the other hand, note that (1 - (l/z)A)- ’ 
has kernel -zG -rl!Jx, x’). Since (1 + (l/z)d))’ has kernel -zG? ,Ir(~, x’), it 
is uniformly bounded from L* to L* for z E K By (16) the same holds for 
(1 - (l/z)A)-‘. H ence by (iii), the right side of (17) is bounded as an 
operator onfE L*(R’). 
It thus suffices to show that the left and right sides of (17) agree on a 
dense subset of L’[O, co). To this end, let fE L2[0, co), and F(A) E L ‘,O, 
Then 
F(L) u(x, A) dz dp@) 
F(A) u(x, d) dp(/l) dz 
=&jr% (1 -$)-‘f(x)dz. 
The interchange of integration is justified by 
505150!3 7 
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the boundedness of u(x, A) in 1 follows from continuity in A and 
Proposition 2. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Ij’fEL*(O, co] and 
then q5(~A)f(x) is continuous. 
ProoJ By the continuity of u(x, A), it suffices to show 
! -O” F(d) 4~ 1) #(&A) d/G) --+, 0 M (20) 
uniformly on compact x-sets. But (20) is bounded by 
(21) 
the convergence being uniform on bounded x-intervals, by Proposition 2. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. If 
(22) 
then jr (@(Ez)/z) (1 -A/z)-’ f(x) dz is continuous in x for f E L’. 
ProoJ We have 
jr% (1 -$)-‘f(x)dz 
= 
ji 
-O” m (-zG -,,= (x, x’))f(x’) dx’ dz; 
ro z 
(23) 
G-r&, x’) is continuous in x, and the right side converges absolutely :
.r,r^,” 1p 1 IzG- I/:(x, x’)l If( d-x’ / dz I 
G llfllz IIzG--,,A x, .4z..y, jr I+ / ldzl, (24) 
which is uniformly bounded for bounded x. u 
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We now obtain a representation of the kernel for (6(&A), from which 
summability properties will follow. 
THEOREM 4. If A is the S-L operator of Section 1, and $ is as above, 
then the summability method #(EA) has kernel 
for e suf5ciently small. 
ProoJ !ff E L’ we have, by (17), 
tW,f=& qQz>(z-A)-‘f(x)dz 
I- 
= - -$ 1 4(&z) (= Gel;,(x, x’)f (x’) dx’ dz 
‘r .o 
(26) 
= fm K,(x, x’) f (x’) d-x. I 
-0 
Note that K,(x, x’) is finite when s # x’ for all E such that (iii) holds, by 
(6) and Lemma 1.2. 
We now establish the necessary properties of K,; we continue with the 
assumptions and notations of the previous sections. 
THEOREM 5. Let q4 and y be as in [B], and jarg e/G 1” < 1~. Let 
f E L’(R+). Then as E -+ 0 the eigenfunction expansion qff is $-summabie ov 
its Lebesgue set and in LF for all p with f E Lp. 
Proof. We have 
.-cc 
#(&A )f = j, K,(x, x’)f (x’) dx’, 
where 
KE(x, x’) = -&Jr $(Ez) G_ 1 .z(x, x’) dz, 
r = 2(B,, U II,). Let yr < y - y’, and r > b. Then f satisfies [Cl. We have 
for .s small 
K&c, x’) = gJ”(X, x’) + gL”‘(x, x’) $ I?,(& x’), 
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where (in the notation of (12)) 
and R&x, x’) is the remainder. 
Let us consider 
In the following we additionally restrict E to have positive argument, 
0 < arg E < y’; this involves no loss of generality since the same reasoning 
applies when arg E < 0. Let B(-y,, yJ E {z: -yr < arg z < y2}, with y2 to be 
defined. We replace the contour r by l/s P, where r* is the oriented 
boundary a(D, U B(-y, , yz)), yi is as above, and yz satisfies 
Y - Yl < Y2 < Y* 
Since jargs/<y’ and yi <y-y’, 
-y, - arg E > --yi - y’ > -1’. 
Similarly, 
y2 - arg E > yz - y’ > 0. 
Note that for E E B(0, y’) sufficiently small, l/s r* I> o(A). We may assume 
without loss of generality that r* c G?; it is certainly true for l/s 53 and 
E E B(0, y’) small. 
If the branch cut in the integral remains on R’, the rate of decrease of the 
integrand implies 
Note that if z E r*, larg Z/E/ > min(y,, yT - 1~‘). Using by now standard 
arguments we conclude 
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By Lemma 1.3, if x is a Lebesgue point off, the inner integral converges to 
f(x) as E -+ 0, uniformly in z E r* and 0 < arg E 6 7’. Hence, since [C ] 
holds for I-* and $(O) = 1, 
uniformly in 0 < arg E < 1”. Equation (28) can be shown to hold similarly in 
Lp (1 <p < co) via the Minkowski inequality. 
The convergence 
lrn g’,“(x, x’)f(x’) dx’ ,“, 0 
“0 
(29) 
in La and pointwise follows from the above arguments with the substitution 
s’ + --XI, and the extension off(x’) to be 0 for x < 0. 
It remains to consider 
R,(x,x’)=-& I’ = 
-r z 
z(G-&, x’) - G?,,~:(x, x’)) dz. (301 
Since the resolvent (z -A)-’ is analytic in z E&4), the complement of 
o(A), the integral i,(z -A)-’ dz has the same value over any two contours 
which are homotopic in p(A). Hence since G- l~&. s’) is continuous in s 
and x’, j, G- ,Jx, x’) d z is also contour independent for fixed x and x’; thus 
G- ,iz(.~, x’) is analytic in z. By Lemma 1.2, 
(Iz(G-,/; - GTJlm = 0(/z+‘;‘) 
as z + 03 in “B,, = {z: larg z ( > q} for q > 0. The rate of decrease of the 
integrand of (30) allows replacement of r by (l/s)1 P, and the mixed p, 4 
norm 
By (15) and the comment below it, for each pair 1 <p, q < co there is 6 > 0 
such that for any FI > 0, 
l/z(G- &G x’) - CT? l,,z(~, x’))jJp.q = O(lr I-") 
uniformly in / arg z 1 > ~1. Hence 
IIW, x’)Il,,, = OWb 0 
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uniformly in 0 < arg E < y’, and by symmetry in (arg E( < y’. An argument 
like that at the end of the proof of Theorem 1 completes the present 
proof. I 
The Theorem is stated in its most general form. We now sacrifice this for 
more direct applicability : 
COROLLARY. Let 4(z) be analytic in an open domain B containing the 
closed set {z : ( arg z I,< yj for some y > 0, and l#(z)j = 0((z) -“) fir some 
6>0 as z--to3 in G2. Let E+O in the sector (arge(<y’<y. Then the 
expansion of any f E L 2(R ’ ) is #- summable in Lp (iff E Lp, 1 ,<p < a) and 
on its Lebesgue set as E --f 0. 
The proof of Theorem 5 carries over (with some simplifications) to non- 
singular Sturm-Liouville expansions on a finite interval [a, b]; this situation 
is the focus of the classical summability theory for eigenfunction expansions. 
For brevity we present this result in a more restricted situation. 
THEOREM 6. Let q(x) be a real-valued continuousjiuzction on [a, b], and 
A = -d’/dx2 + q have spectrum in [-b, co]. If 4(z) is analytic in a 
neighborhood 22 of 2Sy = {z: ) arg zI < y}, and 4(z) = O(z-‘) in 8, then the 
expansion of f E L2 [a, b] in eigenfunctions off is g-summable as E + 0 
(I arg e I -G y’ < 7) on the Lebesgue set off and in all LP[a, b] (1 <p < UI) 
which contain J: 
Among the classical summability methods encompassed by Theorems 5 
and 6 are the Abel (4(z) = e-“) and Gauss-Weierstrass (g(z) = e-“‘) 
methods. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO STABLE SUMMABILITY 
Stable summability has been a primary focus in the study of summability 
of eigenfunction expansions over the last twenty years (see [2, 3, 5, 91). It 
has practical applications in the theory of ill-posed problems in that small 
perturbations of eigenfunction expansions arise in practice from limitations 
on measurement. 
If the 4 summability method has summability means #(eA)f(x), then the 
method is pointwise stable if there exists a non-trivial scaling Y(E) such that 
for a net {&],,. of L’ functions with the property i]f, -Silz < y, 
~(~A&,(-~) -E--10 f(x) on the Lebesgue set ofJ: 
The following theorem is proved in [2] on the semi-infinite interval, and 
the proof extends with little change to finite intervals. 
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THEOREM 7. Suppose that $(A) is a real-valued function and jI fj,E L’ 
on Rc or [a, bj, and that the following hold: 
(4 llf-f,lL G 15 
(b) !‘F &(JL)/& dil < 03, 
(c) e&A ),I%-) --f E-Of(x) uniformly on a bounded subset E of R ’ OP 
[a, b]? and 
(d) a is a function of y such that as y--t 0, u 4 0. and y/a I,” --f 0. 
Then 4%4V&x) +E+O f(x) uniformly on E; in particular q(&A) is a stable 
summation method. 
Hypothesis (c), a priori summability, has been shown to hold for @(A) 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorems 5 and 6: by Theorem 7, these 
theorems automatically provide a broad class of methods for which stable 
summability can be shown to hold. In [9], Tikhonov proved stable 
summability for #(A) = (1 + A) - ’ on the set of continuity points of 
fE L’[a, b], with the scaling y/a”’ + 0. This result is improved and 
generalized in several ways by Theorems 6 and 7. 
The authors take pleasure in thanking Professor Harvey Diamond for enlightening 
discussions on this problem. 
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